
Name :…………………………… 

Class :3am….. 

The first test of the third term  

A tragic accident occurred yesterday morning at nine o’clock to the main road to 

the town hall. 

I was waiting for the bus when suddenly two cars collided in the crossroads. 

One of the car drivers was speaking in his mobile while the other one wasn’t 

wearing his seatbelt .the later got injured very seriously unfortunately, he died at 

once. 

A) READING COMPREHENSION: 

Activity one :  answer the following questions  : (3pts) 

 

1) Was the accident tragic one ?.......................................... 

2) Who did the accident ?........................................................................ 

3) What was the result of the accident ?.................................................. 

 

Activity two: complete the table :( 2pts) 

 

       Who ?  What ? When? Where? 

........................ .................... …………….. …………… 

 

Activity three : lexis (2pts) 

a)find in the text words or phrases closest in meaning to the following 

words : 

Happened =………………….                           Cell- phone=…………… 

b)find in the text words or phrases opposite in meaning to the 

following words : 

           fortunately =……………….                           Alive =………………. 

  

B) MASTERY OF LANGUAGE : 

Activity one : Write in the verbs between brackets in the right sense :( 2pts) 

 



1) While he ( to talk) ………………….on the phone, I (to 

watch)…………………… tv 

2) We (to watch)………………………a movie when the screen ( to 

go)………………….blank . 

 

Activity two : put WF for the weak form and SF for the strong form of(was-

were): (2pts) 

 

- Were you watching the film alone?............. 

- No,I wasn’t…………………... 

Activity three : what do the following sentences express ( obligation-absence 

of obligation-prohibition): (3pts) 

 

- Students musn’t cheat at exams…………………………… 

- You don’t have to wear school unifom in Algeria………………… 

- You must take a rest ……………………………………… 

Written Expression: (6pts) 

Complete with : ( bikers-which-bloked-morning-collision-talking) : 

Yesterday ………… at 9.30am two …………….died in  a tragic accident on 

sharp bend on airport road  .the bikers were …………….to each other while 

they were overtaking a lorry …………was travelling in the direction of 

Heathrow airport .the ………….between the lorry and the bikers …………..the 

traffic for more than 2 hours. 

                                               

 


